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SUMMARY

Scope: ~ ~

This special, announced inspection consisted of an indepth team inspection of
the maintenance program and its implementation. NRC Temporary Instruction
2515/97, Maintenance Inspection issued September 22, 1989, was used as guidance
for this inspection.

Results.:

I'verall,the maintenance program and implementationwere judged to be
SATISFACTORY with qualification. The more significant areas of strength and
weakness are highlighted in the Executive Summary, with details provided in the
report. One violation was identified: Failure to Justify Not Meeting Accuracy
Requirements — Section 2.f. One unresolved item was identified: Use of Closed
Manual Valves in EECW Line to Control Bay Chillers - Section 2.a.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This NRC maintenance team inspection rated the Browns Ferry maintenance program
and its implementation sati sfactor with uglification. The satisfactory
rating indicates adequate development and implementation of the important
elements of a maintenance program, with 'he areas of weakness being
approximately offset by strengths in other areas. gualification .of the rating
stems principally from the team's inability to directly assess maintenance
performance in support of plant operation, as Browns Ferry had not operated in
almost five years. Another factor which may have negatively affected the
assessment is the extensive modification effort that was in process at the time
of the inspection.

The team considers that, following completion of plant modifications and
restart, the NRC should reinspect both those elements of maintenance that could
not be adequately assessed in the absence of operating influences and the more
significant areas of weakness identified in the current inspection:

Elements of Maintenance As Defined in NRC Tem orar Instruction 2515/97
Not Assessed Due to Absence of Recent 0 erational Influences

Historic Data
Policy, Goals and Objectives for Maintenance
Maintenance Decision Process
Backlog Controls
Work Scheduling
Post Maintenance Testing (Program Implementation)

Si nificant Weaknesses

Identification tagging of deficiencies and in-process work
Communication of upper management's expectations to lower level

, electrical maintenance management and craft personnel
Design support, assuring identification and correction
of drawing discrepancies
Coordination of the work control process
Remaining parts delays
Large maintenance request backlog

The maintenance inspection was performed during December 1989 and January 1990.
At that time the three Browns Ferry units, all BWRs, had not been operated,
since March 1985. The licensee was working toward startup of Unit 2, possibly
in 1990, and the NRC inspection concentrated on that unit.

The inspection was conducted by an eight-man team using inspecti,on guidance
provided in NRC Temporary Instruction 2515/97. A principal feature of this
instruction is a maintenance inspection logic tree used to collate and present
the maintenance inspection findings.
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The tree prepared by the NRC from inspection of Browns Ferry maintenance is
presented as Appendix 3 to this report., It depicts the ratings determined for
individual maintenance elements and the overall satisfactory rating. The
ratings are discussed in report Section 4.

k

As a balance to the areas of weakness noted previously, the team identified two
significant strengths:

Si nificant Stren ths

System engineering (especially with'egard to the knowledgeability
and.involvement of the personnel and their performance of root cause
analyses)

Application of probabi listic risk assessment to prioritization of
maintenance-related tasks

One violation was identified during the maintenance inspection. It involved
the licensee' failure to justify using working calibration standards that did
not comply with specified minimum accuracy requirements. In addition, an
unresolved item was identified as to whether manual valves should be closed in
the'mergency Equipment Cool.ing Water supply to the Control Bay Chi llers. The
FSAR appeared to indicate tha: .his alternate cooling water supply should not
require manual actuation.
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l. INTRODUCTION

This inspection was conducted to assess the effectiveness of maintenance
at Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant utilizing guidance given in NRC Temporary
Instruction 2515/97. It was performed by an eight-man team during
December 1989 and January 1990.

At the time of the inspection Browns Ferry, a 3-unit BWR, had been in a
self-initiated outage for almost five years. Prior to the outage Browns
Ferry had exhibited unsatisfactory performance in maintenance and other
areas. Over the period since the shut down, the licensee is in the
process of improving the quality of their maintenance through management
changes, upgrading procedures, training, etc.

The major work activities being performed at the time. of the NRC

maintenance inspection involved plant modifications. Plant management
characterized Browns Ferry as being in a "c'onstr uction phase". Principal
emphasis was being directed to preparing Unit 2 for startup, possibly in
1990, and the NRC inspection concentrated on that unit.

The inspection findings and conclusions are described in report Sections 2
through 4. Section 2,. I.nspection Details, describes the conduct of the
inspection and the findings obtained in examining maintenance for selected

,systems and calibration, ooserving miscellaneous maintenance in progress,
and examining health physics in relation to maintenance. Section 3,
Issues, describes the more outstanding maintenance strengths and
weaknesses identified in the inspection. Section 4, Evaluation of Plant
Maintenance, summarizes all of the finding's and logic which culminate in
the overall rating of maintenance effectiveness at Browns Ferry. A
special maintenance inspection logic tree developed for the NRC was
utilized to collate findings for the rating process. It is discussed in
Section 4 and presented in Appendix 3.

The last two sections of the report, Sections 5 and 6, document the
closure of maintenance-related NRC inspector -followup items examined
during the inspection and describe the exit interview held with the
licensee following the inspection, respectively.

2. INSPECTION DETAILS

This inspection was performance based and included:

General plant walkdowns to observe and assess materiel condition and
housekeeping

Detailed examination and assessment of the adequacy of maintenance
and maintenance-related work performed on selected systems (selected
on the basis of importance as indicated by a Probabilistic Risk
Assessment). This was accomplished by observing the materiel
condition of the systems, observing maintenance in progress,
reviewing documentation and interviewing personnel
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Maintenance-related topics especially emphasized in the examination
of systems because of their- importance to the overall, assessment
(e.g., work control, post maintenance testing, root cause analysis,
known industry problems, etc.). These were typically examined as
part of the system maintenance assessments

Selected miscellaneous in-progress maintenance work observed to
increase the sample of direct maintenance observations

Health physics in its relation to maintenance

The inspection findings for systems, health physics and for miscellaneous
maintenance work observed are described below. All findings of importance
to the evaluation are included in Section 4.

2.a Residual Heat Removal Service Water (RHRSW) and Emergency Equipment
Cooling Water (EECW) Systems

S stem Walkdown

In a walkdown of these systems with the responsible system engineer,
the team 'observed licensee tags identifying various equipment defi-
ciencies. Examples included excessive leaks at RHRSW pump shaft
packings, control power bulbs out or broken, problems with access
doors and various Sodium Hypochlorite System problems. The engineer
was knowledgeable of the functions and status of his systems. He

took notes on apparent equipment deficiencies that were previously
unidentified for later use in preparing maintenance requests (MRs).
No deficiency tags were hung on the equipment during the tour as the
licensee's tagging procedure, PMI 12. 10, requires the originator to
initiate a MR before he attaches a deficiency tag to safety-related
equipment. The team considered the delay and inefficiency associated
with this practice to be undesirable, as it would tend to suppress
the identification of some deficiencies.

The team examined the system piping from the intake area through
tunnels to the. reactor building area. The tunnels were reasonably
neat, and the piping in them was clean and well painted. Seismic
supports were observed being modified and added. Seismic and other
modifications in-process were frequently stated as a reason
maintenance requests had not been completed, causing ta'gs to remain.
Outside the tunnels uninsulated Units 1 and 2 EECW and RHRSW piping
was observed to be very rusty. As the river water temperature is
normally below the dew point, this piping is typically wet with
condensation. Equivalent piping for Unit 3 was painted and was not
observed to be rusted.

During a walkdown of piping in the Diesel Generator rooms, a 60 psig
gauge was noted, to be over-ranged, and had been tagged. The team
was advised that the storeroom did not have a gauge with the proper
range in stock. The gauge would be 'replaced when replacements were
available. Completion of other MR and modifications were being
delayed for lack of parts.
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The discharge grill of the Unit I, 2C elevation, Mechanical Equipment
Room ventilation duct was observed to be partially obstructed by
debris. Observed from the side, the inspector thought the debris had
been drawn from the room, but it became apparent. that the debris was
being discharged from the ventilation duct. The licensee stated thatif the debris had not been detected during a system walkdown, any
significant reduction to flow that it caused would have been detected
and corrected, during the yearly flow balance of the control bay
ventilation system. The team was informed that that the debris was
from a bag filter which had failed previously and that a more recent
inspection found all filters intact. Flow tests indicated that the
debris had not altered air flow significantly.

In their walkdown of these systems the team verified 144 pumps,
valves and other components for proper configuration, size and
identification tags. No significant deficiencies were observed.

Ob'served Maintenance

(Check Valves)

Maintenance requests 886709 and 886710 called for the removal and
disassembly of check valves 0-67-652 and 0-67-653 for a visual
inspection to meet an ASME Section XI requirement. The team observed
their removal, disassembly, inspection, and post maintenance testing.
These six inch check valves had flanged ends and were located in
tandem, separated by a flanged spool piece. Initial attempts at
removal of the valves failed because 'their disks were stuck open into
the adjacent piping and the resultant interference inhibited their
separation from the piping. The craftsmen were subsequently able to
jockey the two valves and the spool piece around until the disk in
one valve could be driven to a near closed position, allowing
removal. One valve only required cleaning. The other was found to
have a loose set screw which had allowed one stub shaft holding its
disk to move. Wear on the stub shafts was noted. This valve was
replaced with a new valve. Records confirmed that the replacement
had been purchas'ed from a qualified supplier. A later review of
installation records by the NRC team indicated proper post
maintenance testing of the valves following reinstallation.
Appropriate gC verifications were also noted. The procedures
appeared to have been followed correctly for each phase of the
inspection, removal and testing.

In discussing the significance of the stuck open valves with the NRC

team, the system engineer noted that manual valves were used for
isolation during operation of the line containing these check valves;
therefore, they were not required to stop back flow. The team
reviewed the licensee piping drawing (Flow Diagram I-47E859-I)
showing the valves and found that they lay just downstream of a

normally closed manual valve in the backup EECW supply to the Control
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Bay Chiller s. This application of normally closed manual valves
appeared to conflict with the FSAR, which at the bottom of page
10. 10-2 states that the EECW system provides an automatic backup to
the Raw Cooling Water System (the system that normally supplies the
Control Bay Chillers). Also, on page 10. 10-3 the FSAR states, "Other
than starting the pumps and opening of check valves, no dynamic
devices of any kind are required to operate the system". If the
check valves are not actually required to function automatically in
response to an accident that occurs during normal operation it
appears to the team that they would not be needed at all and should
be removed such that they offer no potential impediment to flow. The
licensee's response to the team's concern regarding the need for
"automatic" provision of EECW to the Control Bay Chi llers was that
automatic backup to these chi llers was not intended in the original
design and that the FSAR was being revised to clarify this.'ith
regard to whether the check valves were actually necessary, the
licensee stated they were needed to maintain separation of the two
EECW headers when the manual isolation valves are opened. Region II
has determined that a design evaluation is required .to determine
whether the FSAR commitments have been met and the safety
significance of the closed manual valves in design accident
conditions. This matter is identified as unresolved item
259,260,296/89-56-02, Use of Closed Manual Valves in EECW Line to
Control Bay Chi llers.

(Strainer)

The team observed the replacement of strainer studs at the entrance
to chiller (MR 800075A). This maintenance was prompted by a program
to assure the proper length of thread engagement of fasteners. The
strainer housing and piping were well rusted inside and out. The
craftsmen pointed 'out that the studs were necked down between flanges
due to the rust and stress level. The studs had rusted into the
flange and required center drilling for removal. The craftsmen were
performing the task in a well-organized manner. P

Review of Maintenance Re uests MRs

The inspectors reviewed MRs written since 1982 for RHRSW Pumps A3,
B3, and C3. These MRs were examined to determine if they revealed any
adverse failure trends. The most common MR was to adjust/replace
packing due to excessive leakage. This activity was performed on a

given pump at frequencies as short as a few days, with four to five
months being the normal interval recently. Although it was found
that these pumps are operated much more frequently than the other
nine RHRSW pumps, it nevertheless appeared to the team that they
required too much maintenance. Discussions with cognizant licensee
engineers revealed that the condition had been identified earlier and
that steps were being undertaken to rectify the problem. The pump
manufacturer had been asked to review and approve a change from a

packing arrangement to a seal arrangement.
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In the course of inspecting maintenance for the RHRSW and EECW

Systems, the team examined the QC program and its procedures,
interviewed QC inspectors and managers and observed QC inspectors in
the field. The team was informed that the QC activity was staffed by
172 people of which 104 are permanent, 25 were on loan from other
organizations 32 contractors and 11- temporary hires. All inspectors

'ad current certification in their specialty. QC provides 24 hour
coverage of construction and maintenance actions.

2.b Control Rod Drive Hydraulic System

S stem Walkdown

The walkdown inspection revealed discrepant conditions which had not
been identified by the licensee, such as:

Conduit retaining lock nuts inside many electrical panels were
loose.

A Number of val-ves were leaking, some examples are O-LSV-2-177,
1-FCV-24-90A, and 2-TCV"24-85A.

Bulbs were missing/burned out in the following CRD accumulator
panels: Ul 25-22, Ul 25-4, and U3 25-4.

Exterior door exterior card reader adjacent to door, 188 was not
functional and was not marked.

One of- four anchor bolts was missing from the east support in
the U2 Scram Discharge Instrument Volume (SDIV) platform.

A number of mi ssing or incomplete supports were noted. Examples
were: CRD charging water header, conduit at R13 8 R-Line, and
conduit above Door 243.

Paper backed masking tape was found on stainless steel CRD

piping as well as other system piping in three locations. The
examples observed were associated with valves 2-64-215 (Primary
Containment System), 2-85-225A (CRD System), and 2-68-249
(Reactor Water Re-circulation System). This matter is of
concern because the paper backing in the tape may contain
chlorides and sulphur which is deleterious to stainless steel,
and is exacerbated by the fact that the tape is difficult to
remove when wet or aged. Process Specification 4.M. l. 1

prohibits use of paper-backed masking tape. Procedure
TS08.02.02. 1403, Specification For Miscellaneous Materials for
Critical Applications, does not permit the use of masking tape
on stainless steel. The use of such tape is clearly undesirable
but there is no apparent. historical evidence of material
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degradation or failures from such tape in-spite-of its wide
application and the matter is considered to have limited safety
significance.

Valves, piping, spring can pipe supports 'and snubbers were not
protected from paint, coatings, piping insulation residue and,
fire barrier penetration <esidue during work activities.
Evidence of these foreign materials was observed on, for

'xample: U 2 and 3 CRD Flow Control Stations and U 2 SDIV cage.

Nitrogen fill cap was missing on U2 HCU 26-23.

Protective covers were missing from 22 of 24 amphenol connectors
on U 2 HCU 22-27, 18-27, and 14-23.

Panel covers and closure devices were not properly secured
and/or missing on electrical panels, some examples are:
2-25-337, CRD Accumulator Alarm Panels U 1 25-22 and U 2 25-4,
U 2 LC 203, and U 3 L-5300.

Observed Maintenance

The team observed work on CRD Pump 1B per MR 1016424 and determined
that, in general, the procedures were followed and work was properly
documented. One error was made during the maintenance 'ut was
recognized and corrected before the work was complete. The craft had
installed the pump thrust bearings backwards. The licensee
determined that the 'procedure for and the training of the craftsmen
involved were adequate to accomplish the task, .and that the =

mi sassembly was the result. of lack of attention to details by the
craftsmen.

Documentation Review

Relative to a review of procedures and records the team noted the
following:

MR A-801634 specified inadequate- post maintenance test (PMT)
requirements in that the MR required that the direction of two
check valves be reversed to correct an installation error, but
did not require PMT to verify proper flow through the check
valve. The licensee indicated .that they had identified similar
circumstances and issued a Condition Adverse to equality Report
(CARR 880509) to address this matter. The CARR examined a

sample of 90 MR packages for adequacy of PMTs and corrected the
discrepant PMTs found. Additional MRs were not reviewed to
identify or correct deficient PMTs. Procedure SDSP 6.7, Post
Maintenance Test Program, was issued to avoid a .recurrence of
similar circumstances. The team reviewed the procedure and
found that it specified PMT requirements that appear
appropriate. CARR 880509 was closed by the licensee. To
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evaluate the the adequacy of the "new" PMT program CARR 8900834
was issued. The NRC team was not able to assess the licensee's
implementation of the "new" pro'gram nor determine the effects of
the undetected and uncorrected PMT deficiencies from past
maintenance in the absence of plant operation.

In their review of completed MR packages the team found
discrepancies such as blank spaces, inaccurate "Cause of
Failure" descriptions, lead craftsman name not circled, missing
PMT records, inappropriate PMTs, foreman's name signed where a
craftsman's signature was required, "N/A"s and "markouts not
initialed and or dated, and in the signature blocks - initials
vice 'signatures, name printed vice signature. After examining
the details of each discrepancy, the team determined that their
safety significance was minor. In view of the high discrepancy
rate identified; however, the team questioned the licensee as to
the quality of the the rest of the vaulted MR packages. The
licensee indicated that they had identified similar
discrepancies in completed MR packages and instituted a weekly
sample review to evaluate the performance of the planners and
the craft. The review indicated similar deficiencies which were
fed back -to-the creators of the errors and subsequently
corrected. Licensee data showed the trend of discrepancies was
down but they have not been eliminated. The licensee stated
that only the sample MR packages are corrected. The maintenance
manager indicated that the main body of packages were vaulted
without further review in this area.

In reviewing maintenance procedures, the team noted several
minor human factor problems. For example, data sheets in
Procedure MNI-28 did not have a clear tie to hold point
locations in the body of the procedure. In other examples, data
was required,to be entered on data sheets at the end of the
procedures vice in the body at the hold point location and
procedures did not contain a clear indication of the number of
effective pages. The licensee indicated they had identified
such problems and that their procedure update . program was
correcting them.

~Trai ni n

During observation of maintenance on the CRD pump, the team members
noted that the craftsmen were qualified to repair hydraulic pumps in
accordance with task qualification card number MMH-525.

2.c Control and Station Air Systems

S stem Walkdown

The team noted generally above average housekeeping and equipment
condition. However, some housekeeping defici'encies and discrepant
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equipment conditions were noted without deficiency tags hung.
Examples include: a missing manual operation handle from B compressor
inter stage relief valve; missing permanent labels from valves
0-32-521 and 0-32-504; scrap fitting on flange of valve 2-76-18 and
loose electrical conduit straps near valves 2-FCV-64-32, 2-CV-64-20
and 2-CV-64-21. The team also noted the general lack of tags on
components undergoing modification. The associated potential for
confusion was demonstrated for observed inoperable containment
isolation valve 2-FCV-64-18 (limit switches disconnected) without any
deficiency tag hung on the valve. /very of operations personnel was
required to determine that the valve was partly disassembled and
inoperable due to modifications work.

Observed Maintenance

The team observed work associated with preventive maintenance (PM) on
the Unit 1 Control Air Dryer (PM G1539). This work involved
desiccant replacement and wa's being accomplished as part of the
licensee's commitments to maintain air quality in response to NRC

Generic Letter 88-14 Instrument Air Supply System Problems Affecting
Safety-Related Equipment. The team questioned the lack of detailed
instructions to accomplish this work since the PM sign-off sheet and
general arrangement vendor drawing (Drawing No. 31481C) were being
used but detailed procedure MCI-0-032-DYR001, specifically written
for desiccant replacement, was not included in the work package.
Cognizant licensee personnel responded that procedure
MCI-0-032-DYROOl had been written for desiccant replacement on the
Unit 2 and 3 dryer s which are Kahn dryers while the Unit 1 (and .

standby) dryer is manufactured by Pritchard, and the details in the
procedure do not specifically apply. Therefore, .the PM had been
scheduled with the working instruction stated as PMI 6.2; i.e., skill
of the craft.

The team observed emphasis on cleanliness and orderly completion of
work by craftsmen during this work activity. Craftsmen had proper
training certifications and appeared to be competent, health physics
personnel were present and provided frequent''radiation surveys with
calibrated instruments, necessary tools were available and safety was
properly emphasized (scaffolding and equipment tie-offs, surgeons
masks and safety goggles were available and used as necessary).
However, damage to the dryer occurred during completion of the PM

(destruction of the upper inlet filter screen on removal of its
attendant fitting due to interaction with the desiccant) and an
additional corrective MR was required to fabricate replacement parts.
Cognizant personnel agreed to modify MCI-0-032-DYR001 to include
specific instructions for the Pritchard dryers in order to prevent
similar damage in future PMs.
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Review of Res onse to Generic Letter 88-14

The team conducted a review of the licensee's response to NRC Generic
'etter (GL) 88-14, Instrument Air Supply System Problems Affecting
Safety-Related Equipment. Pursuant to this review, the team examined
records of licensee air quality checks. Overall, air quality was,
good with particulate, hydrocarbon and dewpoint measurements meeting
specification requirements. The team also reviewed other licensee
actions/commitments in response to GL 88-14; including design
verification tests of accident mitigating valves, PM procedures, and
selected maintenance records. Lists of open (65) and closed (155)
MRs on Control Air System components initiated from July 1987 to the
date of this inspection were examined and a random sample of 32 (22
open) MRs were selected for detailed review. During this examination
the team noted apparent problems with expeditious completion of work,
coordination with modifications and lost MRs.

Com letion of Work/Coordination with Modifications

The team expressed concern regarding several MRs (e.g. MRs 773913
through 773921) whicn were initiated -in July 1987 without any work
completed as of--thi< inspection. Licensee personnel responded that
the MRs could not "- performed because they either required the
drywell air systems x,o be operable or were for support of

preventive'aintenancefor components within the drywell. Due to the number of
modifications and priority of other restart commitments, the drywell
work had not yet occurred. This was also the case for testing to
verify failure position of accident mitigation valves in the drywell
which must be completed in response to GL 88-14 (these tests were
being tracked as restart commitments NC0890050023 and NC0890050024
for Unit 2 and NC0890050027 and NC0890050028 for Units 1 and 3). The
team queried licensee personnel regarding perceived problems with
coordination between maintenance and modifications work associated
with MRs 917790 and 917789 (inability to complete post maintenance
testing for these MRs due to placing the valve's power. supply out of
service to - complete associated modifications work). Licensee
personnel agreed that inadequate coordination between modifications
and maintenance system evaluators had occurred but noted that the
necessary post maintenance tests would also serve as a double check
of modifications work when completed. Additional temporary
programmatic controls to prevent recurrence of coordination problems
had been implemented (operations night order ODI 90-014, dated
January 22, 1990) pending implementation of revisions to procedure
SDSP 7.9, Integrated Schedule and Work Control. Additional licensee
corrective actions included the use (beginning September 1988) of
four extra Bechtel Power Corporation contract personnel as
modifications/maintenance interface coordinators.=
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Lost MRs

Several of the MRs'elected above were unavailable due to being
"lost". Examples, included MRs 704155, 743097, and 866514. The team

'expressed concern to cognizant licensee personnel regarding loss of
quality data associated with lost MRs as well as indication of
deficient programmatic work controls. Licensee personnel agreed that
some loss of quality data could occur but noted that their Electronic
Data Processing system permitted recovery of details about the
maintenance involved. Lost MRs had -been prevalent until
implementation of stricter programmatic controls (a central work
control issue station and individual accountability for each MR) in
October - 1988. The team requested. and licensee personnel provided
statistics on lost MRs for .six CSSC (critical structures, systems and
components.-essentially "safety-related" ) systems from January 1986
through January 1990. Equivalent data for all MRs (for, all systems)
was also tabulated. The team's review of the data indicated a
substantial decrease (from 5.4 to 1.9 percent for CSSC and from 2.7
to 0.8 percent overall) of lost MRs after the central work station
was established. Further, the majority of MRs were lost prior to work
being performed. Therefore, it was not necessary to generate actual
work performed documentation when the lost MRs'ere replaced. The
team also reviewed changes to procedure SDSP 7.6 which will
essentially eliminate "Lost MRs" when implemented (anticipated before
March 1990).

After completion of the above examinations, the team concluded that
licensee corrective actions taken for the problems reported above
were sufficient to remove NRC concern and that maintenance on the
Browns Ferry Control and Station Air systems was satisfactory.

2.d 480 Volt AC Distribution and Electrical Maintenance

The team inspected the safety-related 480 VAC distribution system,
the 480 VAC power system for the eight emergency diesel generators
(DG), and switchgear for the safety-related 4160 VAC shutdown. boards
(SD Bds). In addition, electrical maintenance work in progress was
observed.

The team performed a detailed walkdown inspection to examine the
materiel condition of all the boards noted above. Every compartment
was inspected except for spares in the SD, RMOV, and DG Bd's. Each
board had at least 30 compartments containing either switchgear,
circuit breakers, or motor starters. The cleanliness and materiel
condition was satisfactory and the condition of 'the motor starters
was very good. The team did notice that the ends of a few spare
wires in each panel were not properly capped (taped) or

identified.'he

team also inspected various panels, motor operated valves,
motors, pumps and other "boards" throughout the plant. No problems
or deficiencies were identified.
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The team reviewed the PM program and procedures for the
safety-related switchgear, circuit breakers, motor starters, and
distribution panels. The program and procedures were found to be
adequate for the switchgear and metal clad circuit breakers and very
good for the motor starters and molded case circuit breakers. The
molded case circuit breakers are tested every five years and the
motor starter PMs are performed yearly. The licensee's program for
maintaining the safety-related 4160 VAC switchgear is to send it back
to the vendor to be rebuilt. In addition, the licensee performs a PM

inspection and test after the switchgear is returned.

The team observed in detai 1 21 work activities being performed by the
electrical maintenance department. The types of work observed by the
team were as follows:

PM(s) for inspecting and testing rebuilt 4160 VAC switchgear.

PM(s) for inspection and testing 480 VAC metal clad circuit
breakers.

PM(s) for testing molded case circuit'breakers.

PM(s) for inspection and cleaning 480 VAC motor starter
(contactor) panels.

PM for adjusting and testing sump pump level switches.

PM for vibration and temperature testing of Chill Water System
pump motor.

Surveillance verification for Unit 1 RPS MG set'.

Surveillance instruction to replace squib valves in Traversing
Incore Probe System.

Corrective work to repair damaged cooling .tower lift pump
motors.-

Corrective work
operated valve.

Corrective work
System.

to repair and adjust a cooling tower 'motor

to repair leaking tubing in chiller for Offgas

Troubleshooting a defective fire alarm panel.

Troubleshooting a defective motor starter panel for Water
Chiller 3B.
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The team examined both Water Chiller 3B motor starter panels and
found them to be extremely dirty." The licensee did not have a PM

requirement to clean and service these panels. However, the licensee
initiated corrective action to place these panels in the PM program.
During the work observation, the team reviewed appli'cable MRs, PM

procedures and surveillance instructions and found them satisfactory.
The foreman and craft were knowledgeable of the work procedures and
performed the work in an acceptable manner.

The team determined the electrical maintenance department has an
adequate program'and capable personnel to perform the required work.
However, during the work observation period, the team observed a
coordination problem between operations; scheduling, .and planning
pertaining to electrical maintenance. Many items on the 4-day
schedule that the team wanted to inspect were cancelled or could not
be worked.

2.e DC Power and Distribution Systems (Safety-Related)

The team inspected the eight separate 125 VDC battery power systems
for the emergency diesel generators (DGs), the 250 VDC control power
supply system for the 4160 VAC shutdown boards, and the 250 VDC plant
system. They reviewed the PM program, 28 PM procedures and
surveillance instructions for the 125 VOC DG and 250 VDC battery
systems. In addition, they performed a detailed walkdown inspection
to examine all the batteries, battery chargers, switchgear,
contactors, circuit breakers, distribution panels, battery rooms, and
electrical control rooms for materiel conditions in the systems .

previously mentioned. During the inspection, the team observed a

Unit 1 weekly battery surveillance being performed.

The PM program, procedures, and surveillance instructions were found
to be adequate for the 250 VDC systems. However, no PMs were being
performed on the molded case circuit breakers and battery chargers
for the DG 125 VOC battery systems. The team found that the licensee
had already developed a PM procedure for. the battery chargers and
will implement it prior to Unit 2 startup. In addition, the licensee
has assigned PM item numbers for the molded case circuit breakers and
will use the existing PM test procedure for molded case circuit
breaker testing.

The materiel condition of batteries, switchgear, circuit breakers,
contactors, battery chargers, and distribution panels was found to be
satisfactory except for the following items:

Shutdown battery chargers A, B, C, and D had heat damaged wires
on the regulator board near the power resistors.

Shutdown battery charger'EB had loose power resistors on the
regulator board.
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All the DG electrical control cabinets had heat damaged wire
from a power resistor. The wire was for relays NFLDB and EXCX.

RMOV board 1A had a loose resistor hanging from back of ATC
timer.

24 VOC neutron monitor battery charger 82-1 had loose wire.

DG battery D was dirty.

The licensee initiated HRs to address the above problems. During the
walkdown inspections, the system engineer accompanied the team and
was found to be knowledgeable and acted in a professional manner.
The Unit 1 battery surveillance that the team observed was performed .

satisfactorily.

2.f Calibration

The Instrument and Control Standards Laboratory (ICSL) fs the
facility responsible for onsite calibration of plant .process and
plant use measuring and test equipment (H&TE). The ICSL is within a
controlled area located in the Instrument and Control (I&C)
maintenance shop anc is the responsibility of the I&C Supervisors.
The Radiochemical Laooratory Instrumentation (RCLI) is ATE that is
unique to the radiochemical laboratory and the RCLI calibration
facility is maintained in a controlled area under the direction of
the Tool Room and N&TE Supervisors. The site Tool Room Calibration
Facility (TRCF) is the facility responsible for onsite calibration, of
mechanical M&TE (torque wrenches, micrometers, etc.) and is under the
cognizance of the Tool Room and ATE Supervisors.

The team considered control of N&TE in the three issu'e 'areas to be
generally good, in that they observed that defective, damaged, or
"calibration due" instruments were stored in a separate cabinet away
from those that were in-calibration and acceptable for use. This
separation also included those N&TE that had failed a calibration
check upon return from the field.

The team observed the control of issuance and return of torque
wrenches, test pressure gages, digital multimeters and frequency
counters in both the ICSL and the TRCF. A computerized bar code
system was used which appeared very effective, Personnel wishing to
check out H&TE were coded into the computer along with the specific
piece of NTE requested. The computer then performed a cross check
first to determine what other equipment was checked out to the
individual and the status of that instrumentation, then checked the
N&TE requested to verify it to be in calibration. If the ATE
requested was coming due for calibration within approximately one
week, the computer system indicated issuance was not to be permitted.
Additionally, reports were observed to be generated for H&TE that
would be'oming due for calibration. These were routed to the
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appropriate department supervisor for disposition. The lead time
observed was between two to -four weeks from issuance date to
calibration due date, thus allowing sufficient time for retur n. The
team found that the calibration of ATE was frequently checked upon
return from the field. Items were seen that had failed this check or
were questionable. Until the1r calibrations were checked these items
were maintained in the segregated storage area with the damaged or
calibration due 1nstruments. ATE requiring calibration outside of
the capabilities of the plant were sent to the offsite TVA Central
Laboratories.

The team observed . that each piece of SATE was identified with a
unique identifier. The date calibrated and date due were identified
on the instrument and in the record files. The calibration process
was recorded and documented. Selected calibration records reviewed
by the team were found traceable to national .standards and the
individuals, organizations, and companies performing calibrations
were documented. Procedures were developed and implemented for the
issue, return, and recall of MME, The individual checking out an
instrument, the work order, procedure, date out and date returned
were recorded for permanent records.

Procedures ONP-STD-3. 1.51, Calibration Services, and SDSP-29. 1,
Control of Measure and Test Equipment, encompass the corporate and
site requirements for control and use of ATE. Ouring discuss1ons
with the ICSL personnel, the team found that it was common to
substitute field pressure test gages for the plant's laboratory
pressure working standards whenever it was necessary to send working
standards to the licensee's Central Laboratories for calibration.
The field use items would then become the acceptable working
standards to be used in calibrating other field equipment. Examples
of field use gages that had been employed as working standards
include a 0-500 in. H20 mult1ple range Heise gauge, Serial No. TVA

526675 and two Mensor D1gital Pressure Gages, Serial Nos. US-TVA
522068 and US-TVA 517116 (0"l00 psig and 0-60 psig respectively).
This is not cons1dered a good practice because of 'he increased
potential that the accuracies of these substitute working standards
may have been significantly reduced by the1r previous field use. The
licensee agreed and initiated an immediate revision to procedure
SDSP-, 29.1, adding Section 6.21.9, which requ1red work1ng standards to
be used only as such, not to be used in the field. Additionally, the
current in-place working standards were tagged "Not For Field Use".

While reviewing the calibration records of the two Mensor Digital
Pressure Gages that were currently being used as work1ng standards,
the team discovered that Serial Numbers US-TVA 522068 and US-TVA
517116 (0-100 psig and 0-60 psig respectively) had failed to meet the
calibration requirements set fourth by SDSP-29.1. This procedure
required ATE to be calibrated by standards which were at least four
times as accurate as the equipment being calibrated. Deviations from
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the specified tolerance level along with the basis for acceptance
were required to be documented and authori zed by responsible
management prior to acceptance for any calibration use.

Contrary to these requirements, the two Hensor Digital Pressure Gages
did not meet the 4: 1 ratios and were accepted by the licensee and put
into service as working calibration standards without the dictated
deviation documentation. The reports of calibration received by the
plant from Central Laboratories documented the ranges on each
instrument that were out of tolerance. In reviewing the reports of
calibration, the team found that the method used by Central
Laboratories to calculate the ratios was not clear. Discussion with
craftsmen revealed this out of tolerance condition was not questioned
when the hSTE was received back from Central Laboratories. It was
felt by the craftsmen that the required acceptance by management was
accomplished prior to reissue to the ICSL and that no further action
was necessary. The licensee knew of no cases where these deviation
conditions were recorded or tracked, nor were they aware of any
deviation report form to be used in these situations. The failure of
the licensee to assure implementation of the SDSP-29. 1 requirement is
considered a violation of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion V.

The licensee took 'mmediate corrective actions and issued CAQR
BFP900028 to document the fact NTE was used in the field to
calibrate process instrumentation without the required 4:1 ratio to
Central Laboratories reference standards and no authorizing
documentation from responsible management was being generated. It
was noted by the team that the Mensor Gages in question are more
accurate than most similar NTE and that meeting the 4: 1 ratio is
probably not significant for them; however, it was felt this
condition, if not corrected, could have serious safety significance
in other cases in the overall calibration program at Browns Ferry.

The licensee's preliminary evaluation of this matter revealed that a
similar discrepancy had been identified. at other TVA nuclear plants,
as documented in Chattanooga Corporate CAQR CHS890011 dated
January 26, 1989. This CAQR reported that deviations from the 4:1
ratio were not being documented by the facilities(s) calibrating ATE
(e,g., the Central Laboratories). Therefore, since the plants using
the NOTTE were not aware of the deviations, they did not document them
or the basis for their acceptance and approval for use. For the
instances identified by the team at Browns Ferry, this was not the
case. Notification that the 4: 1 ratio was not met had been received
by Browns Ferry but they had used the ATE without determining and
formally justifying its acceptability. '.This matter is identified as
NRC violation 259,260,296/89-56-01, Failure to Justify Not Heeting
Accuracy Requirements.

The licensee's overall activities and records related to control,
calibration, and management of N&TE program requirements and
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commitments was considered adequate, with weaknesses being
approximately balanced by strengths.

2.g Emergency Diesel Generators

The team completed a general walkdown of the DG rooms for all units
and noted generally above average housekeeping and equipment
condition. The team also observed corrective maintenance {MR
1026420) on the 3D diesel generator right bank starting air
compressor to stop an'ir leak on the high pressure head. The work
involved removal of the head, examination of internals and mating
parts for damage . and flatness, replacement of head gaskets,
reassembly and retorquing of head bolts. The team observed emphasis
on cleanliness and orderly prosecution of work by craftsmen during
this activity. Applicable detailed procedure MMG 45 was available
and used. Craftsmen had proper training certifications, necessary
tools, and proper replacement parts were used. Safety was properly
emphasized (hearing protectors available and used). The team queried
)icensee craftsmen regarding frequency of this activity and was
informed that high pressure head gaskets failed periodically for
several starting air compressors. The team reviewed the work
histories (1985 to date) on both 3D starting air compressors and
noted 16 MRs (12 for the right bank compressor) apparently due to
gasket problems. Subsequent discussions with the assigned system
engineer established prior licensee recognition of the problem
(Failure Investigation Report 88-26 identifies the root cause as a
combination of gasket loss of resiliency and loss of bolt tightness
due to thermal cycling arid vibration). Rather than opt for a major
compressor redesign, the licensee's corrective action was to
implement a preventive maintenance schedule to retorque head bolts on
a period recommended by the manufacturer. MR 1026420 represents
another data point in the licensee's determination of proper retorque
time periods.

The team examined training documents for the diesel generator and
standby auxiliary power system maintenance personnel, procedures for
maintenance on major diesel components (lube oil cooler, fuel oil
transfer pump, cylinder head and valve assembly, turbocharger
assembly, crankshaft, etc.), system work histories from October 1988
to date of the inspection, and selected MRs in

detail.'he

team concluded after completion of the above examination that
maintenance of Browns Ferry diesel generators was being conducted
sati sfactori ly.

2.h Reactor protection System (RPS)

S stem Walkdown

The team performed a walkdown inspection of the Unit 2 RPS including
both its 120 volt AC subsystems and affiliated instrumentation. In
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the auxiliary equipment rooms that, contained many of the protective
relays and instrumentation, the team observed that housekeeping
appeared to be maintained satisfactorily; however, minor materiel
condition concerns were observed in that many RPS protective relay
covers were loose and Analog power supplies, including square root
converter covers, were protruding from their cabinets. In discussion
with the -licensee, it was revealed that these covers, converters and
power supplies were not under maintenance or modification and had
been overlooked during the process of returning Unit 2 to operation.
Examples of this situation existed on panel 9-30 ESS I Auto Blowdown

Relays 2E-K4 and 2E-KllF. Additionally, many small screws inside RPS

panels holding covers and plates were either loose or missing. These
were reported to the licensee and it is the team's understanding that,
they will be corrected.

Observed Maintenance

The team observed portions of I&C maintenance activities which
included seven corrective maintenance actions and ten preventative
maintenance or surve'' lance actions. Examples included:

MR 875830 ana AR 1027032, to troubleshoot problems with fuel
loading chambe- source range "monitors used to monitor fuel
activity when radiation counts are below three counts per
minute.

Surveillance Instruction O-SI-4.2.J. 1-3B, for a channel
calibration and functional test of the Biaxial Seismic Switches
of the Seismic Monitoring System.

The team concluded that the I&C maintenance activities were
accomplished by highly skilled professional maintenance personnel.
The maintenance personnel appeared knowledgeable and conscientious of
the work performed.

The team reviewed the amount of work accomplished as compared to the
amount of work scheduled on a daily basis. Emphasis was placed on

work that could affect the operability of safety-related equipment or
equipment considered important to safety, which included some balance
of plant components. The team concluded that through the twice daily
maintenance meeting within the I&C department and physical
observation, maintenance was being accomplished as scheduled with no

discrepancies noted.

In their observations, the team noted that the licensee had installed
permanent test terminals'nside panels used in the performance of
surveillances. These terminals greatly facilitate attachment of test
equipment to sensitive areas thereby reducing the possibility of
Engineered Safety Feature actuations caused by leads being loose or
having to remove lugs from powered equipment during the performance
of certain surveillan'ces.
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MR Reviews

The team's review of a RPS MR list for the last 18 months'showed a
trend of excessive indication problems for the Rod Position
Indication System (RPIS). Oiscussion with the licensee and
examination of selected completed MRs revealed this trend had not
been recognized. The licensee's corrective actions overall had been
ineffective.

The team reviewed details of 21 completed corrective and preventive
maintenance actions and determined that they indicated proper use of
qualified personnel, prioritization, gC involvement, quality of
documentation for work history and post maintenance testing.
Examples included:

MR 867853, repair/replacement of RPS Relay jumper

MR 901114, Analog Trip Calibration Unit trip output status
switch out of sequence

MR 762895, troubleshooting of annunciator "RPS Analog Units
Trouble"

Miscellaneous Maintenance Work

(Turbine Rebuild and Auxiliary Boiler Repair )

The team observed maintenance-related activities in support of Terry
Turbine and Auxiliary Boiler repair. Based on their interviews with
the general foreman and a tour of the work areas, the team was
favorably impressed with management's involvement in the planning,
preparation, and control of maintenance. Special training, tools and
craft participation in preparation were evident. In particular, the
Terry Turbine maintenance reflected careful planning responsive to
ALARA concepts.

The subject Auxiliary Boiler had started leaking within a few months
after being retubed by a contractor and four tubes were being
repaired. Tool and die makers were observed making special fixtures
in the machine shop to support the boiler repair. The shop was
observed to be clean and the work was orderly and well-organized.
Maintenance request packages were carefully controlled.

(Valve Packing Observations)

The team witnessed portions of five valve packing activities (in
conjunction with MRs 917860, 917861, 917862, 917863, and 917759)
being performed by contractor Newport News Industries (NNI). As the
NNI technicians-. were preparing to begin packing activities on a
valve, the NRC team asked to examine the associated procedure. The
foreman reviewed the work package and determined the procedure was
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not included. Work was suspended until a controlled copy was
obtained, at which time the packing proceeded and was completed in an
efficient, professional manner. When questioned about the absence of
the procedure in the work package, the foreman explained that the
work package had been originally issued to the technicians at the
start of the shift and they had unpacked the valve. During the lunch
break, the foreman was informed that the team wanted to observe the
repacking process in the afternoon. While "cleaning up" the package
at lunch time, the packing procedures were inadvertently removed and
not discovered missing until requested by the NRC team in the field.
The foreman stated unequivocally that the procedures were in the
package at the start of the job. The team requested to see other
in-progress 'valve packing work and was shown four additional
activities. The team found the procedure for one of these
(Maintenance Request No. 917759) was also not in the work package and
the foreman explained that this one, too, had been "cleaned up" at
lunch time and inadvertently removed.

The team noted that while the technicians performed their tasks
efficiently, a concern remains about the lack of attention to detail
as displayed by the "'NI foreman as he "cleaned up" the work packages
and the technicians -:nemselves for not reviewing their work packages
before starting the~ work.

(Bolting Practices)

The team reviewed five different procedures concerning various
bolting practices (entitled Bolting For Structural Connections, Wedge
Bolt Anchor Installation, Expansion Shell Anchor Installation,
Installation Of Thru"Bolts, and the General Torquing Guide) but only
had the opportunity to witness part of one (Maintenance Request
877679) dealing with bolting. The procedures appeared to be complete
and adequate. The work observed was done in accordance with
procedure by conscientious workers.

Health Physics

The Browns Ferry Radiation Protection organization was found to have
a comprehensive and well documented program to support the
maintenance process. The team did not discover major weaknesses in
any areas evaluated relating to the Maintenance department and
Radiation Protection department interface.

During interviews with maintenance planners and supervisors, team
members learned that maintenance planners performed a walkdown of all
jobs to correctly identify the scope of work. However, during these
walkdowns no formal method was developed to gather information for
ALARA job estimates. The team considers that the planning process
could be strengthened by instituting formal guidance and requirements
for collection of dose reduction information such as needs for
additional or special lighting, shielding, tools, etc.
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The .team noted that radiological postings and surveys appeared to be
adequate. They 'found that approximately 6 percent of the controllable
area for contamination was contaminated, which is slightly better
than the average for a BWR. However, there appeared to be a
significant amount of work in the overhead area of the plant for
which protective clothing was required. Overall, the team found that
workers and supervisors were able to access 94 percent of the
non-permanently controlled areas of the plant without protective
clothing. Licensee contamination controls for personnel appeared to
be adequate. The established goal for the fiscal ~ year (beginning
October 1989) is 250 personnel contamination events (PCEs). For the
first 3 months of the fiscal year, 17 PCEs were documented, which was
below the projection for that period.

The team found that exposure controls and dosimetry required for
workers were adequate for the jobs observed. Licensee
representatives stated that dose- goals were established by each
department and that achieving the annual collective dose goal was
part of each department manager's and supervisor's annual performance
appraisal. The licensee had expended 220 person-rem through January
10, 1990, against a fiscal year goal of 710 person-rem. The team
reviewed logs and controls for keys to high and very high radiation
areas and noted that administrative controls were satisfactory.

The team observed CRD Pump seal and bearing replacement work under HR
1016424 and discussed the procedure and radiological aspects of the
job with the mechanics. The maintenance personnel appeared
knowledgeable of both maintenance and health physics requirements for
the job.

Team members identified several radioactive leaks 'rom
components/systems where containment devices were improperly
installed. From discussions with licensee representatives, the team
members found that the licensee had developed a program to check for
in-leakage of water to the radioactive drains, and tliat chronic leaks
were identified to management. However, data was not being collected
on the number of individual leaks/containments devices installed, or
on the progress of repairing individual leaks. It appeared to the
team that the program to limit contamination from leaks could be
strengthened by better identification of leaking components,
improvements in installation of containments, and by tracking their
repair.

To address source term reduction in plant, the licensee formed a
Radionuclide Assessment Committee. The committee was an ad hoc,
interdisciplinary group, whose charter, in part, was to formulate and
disseminate to management the impact of proposed or implemented
actions on plant radionuclide distribution and resulting
consequences; and to perform technical evaluations and
recommendations to reduce source term. NRC team members reviewed
meeting minutes and discussed committee actions with the committee
chairman. The committee appeared to be actively involved with other
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utilities in addressing methods currently used, and in developing new
technology to reduce source term. However, the team had difficulty
in establishing a tie to the corporate radiation protection group
from the plant committee and where the authority could be obtained to
approve large projects for source term reduction. The team discussed
this issue with the plant manager and were informed that the lead for
source team reduction projects would come primarily from the plant
and not corporate. The team informed licensee management that the
Radionuclide Assessment Committee, generally, appeared to be taking
the appropriate actions, but lacked the formality necessary to ensure
management visibility and support. Licensee management agreed to
evaluate the need for formalization of the RadionucIide Assessment
Committee.

Interviews with maintenance supervisors, foremen, and crafts
personnel involved in the performance of maintenance work having a
radiological interface, the team found that they were knowledgeable
in ALARA concepts, and health physics requirements, and were in
agreement that there were no problem areas or weaknesses in the
support received from the radiation protection group. The
maintenance manager also considered that radiation protection's
support for their ooeratfons was good and that application of
radiation protection requirements and job coverage of maintenance
work was consistent. The manager also stated that the addition of a
radiation protection supervisor to the maintenance .department
planning group this week should further strengthen the effort to
improve work coordination at the plant for workers in radiological
controlled areas. Team members involved in these interviews .

determined that plant and department managers interviewed were
working together to raise the standards of the maintenance program
and increase support for the program.

3. ISSUES

STRENGTHS

3.a Systems Engineering

The team's review of the Br owns Ferry systems engineering program
found that ft was well-documented and specified appropriate
requirements to assure proper implementation and control. The
programmatic and procedural requirements were contained principally
in Browns Ferry Site Director Standard Practice 27.5 and Plant
Managers Instruction 27. l. Systems engineers were required to have
detailed knowledge about assigned systems. Their responsfbflftfes
included periodic monitoring of system performance, initiation of
necessary design change requests and maintenance requests to resolve
problems, providing of engineering support and maintaining cognizance
of NRC and vendor requirements on the assigned system. The program
also included requirements for systems engineers to use a Site Master
Punchlist (SMPL), which provides a consolidated listing of the
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important equipment status information for each system. This listing
- includes open maintenance requests, nonconforming condi,tion reports,

NRC open items, and restart commitments, etc. System engineers are
required to review SMPL for all items associated with their assigned

'ystem(s)and determine whether the items may be removed from the
list (through completion or other acceptable reason). This
determination may only be made and coded by the assigned system
engineer. The team's interaction with over one third of the 30-plus
systems engineers during this inspection verified strong
implementation of the program. The team observed technical
competence 'and professionalism exhibited by the systems engineers.
They found that systems engineers were fully involved. in decisions
associated with maintenance, modification and design of their
systems.

The team examined in detail a sample of analyses largely conducted by
system engineers. These included nine incident investigation
reports, eight Condition Adverse to Quality Reports, six preventative
maintenance trend analyses, three component failure reports and two
Design Change Notice (OCN) packages. The analyses covered a varied
range of problem types and complexities for various safety systems.
All analyses demonstrated attention to detail, sound engineering
logic, necessary interactive review and completion to closure.
Examples of analyses reviewed included metallurgical and . design
engineering analyses of failed MOV operator gears (Failure
Investigation Report 89-11 for Unit 2 RHR valve 2-MVOP-74-66),
incident investigation report 89-35 (Unit 2 CRD 50-23 scram valve ,

overpressurization), identification and evaluation of rust in Units
1, 2 and 3 containment spray headers (CAQR BFP880052) and replacement
of RHR Heat Exchanger inlet valves (DCN B72 891016 003).

The team concluded that Systems Engineering was a strength in both
program and implementation at Browns Ferry.

3.b Probabilistic Risk Assessment

During this inspection the team held discussions with cognizant
licensee personnel and examined documentation to independently verify
that details from the Browns Ferry PRA had been included within the
maintenance program and were being used in the prioritization of
work. The team reviewed the matrix of PRA components and the changes
currently being incorporated into procedure SDSP 7.9. SOSP 7.9
requires the MRs on PRA components to be assigned at least a level 3
priority (work required to begin within 7 days). The MR could be
assigned a higher priority due to an LCO or other plant technical
specification requirements. The team verified implementation through
review of over 145 open and closed MRs on 3 systems (Control Air,
Residual Heat Removal and Emergency Diesel Generators) with PRA

identified components. These MRs .were initiated from November 10,
1989 to the date of this inspection and all associated with PRA

components (130) were assigned level 3 or higher priority.
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The PRA was also used by the licensee in prioritizing work on the
upgrade of maintenance procedures. The team was aware of a potential
NRC concern expressed during a previ'ous inspection because of
outstanding work to complete upgrading preventive maintenance
procedures for PRA related relays. The team reviewed the Preventive
Maintenance Procedure Upgrade Program controlling procedure (PMI
6.22) together with documentation which verified that the overall
upgrade procedure program was essentially completed for procedures
relating to PRA components. Cognizant licensee personnel provided
details on completion of procedure upgrading for 75 Component
Calibration Instructions, 142 Operations Specific Maintenance
Instructions, 66 Electrical Corrective Instructions, 102 Electrical
Preventive Instructions, .113 Loop Calibration Instructions and 140
Mechanical Corrective Instructions. Upgrading of Preventive
Maintenance Instructions for all PRA important relays is
approximately 90 percent complete for the 1441 PMs involved. The
team noted that licensee commitments associated with Unit 2 restart
did not include completion of work to implement a plant specific PRA,
but that the implementation of PRA specifics within the Browns Ferry
maintenance program was essentially completed and adequately
controlling the prioritizing of work.

WEAKNESSES

3.c Tagging

The'NRC team observed apparent weaknesses in the licensee's tagging
practices that could lead to materiel deficiencies not being promptly
identified and corrected. First, the deficiency identification and
tagging process, as specified in procedure PMI 12. 10, requires a
maintenance request to be written and the tag entries reviewed and
approved before a tag may be hung. The number of steps the
originator, must go through before the deficiency is tagged may
discourage identification, especially for those deficiencies that
appear minor. Numerous minor unidentified deficiencies were observed
by the NRC team in their plant tours {see walkdown findings in, for
example, 2.b .and c above), and the above process may have contributed
to their not having been previously identified and tagged.

Second, the team saw many examples of unattended, partly disassembled
equipment which had not been tagged to identify them as in-process
work. In some instances team members could not easily discern
whether the items represented unidentified deficiencies rather than
disassembly for planned work. Team members were generally informed
that the disassembly observed was due to in-process modification work
rather than maintenance. Had the disassembly been due to
maintenance, Browns Ferry procedure PMI 6.10 would have required
material removed during disassembly to have been tagged if the work
required more than one shift. The team did not address modification
work in their inspection but consider that in-process modifications
should be tagged'imilarly to .maintenance so that deficiencies may be
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readily distinguished from planned disassembly. Examples of untagged
disassembled items observed by the team included mirror insulation
removed from piping and grills removed from HVAC (seen. lying loose in
the Unit 2 drywell).

Third and finally, the team observed instances of generic
deficiencies with no tags or other deficiency identification.
Examples of these 'included unplugged holes in HVAC ducts. The
licensee's procedures permit the use of a single tag for generic
deficiencies. This lack of individual tagging increases the
potential that some deficiencies will go unrecognized and
uncorrected.

3.d Drawing Discrepancies

The NRC team identified several concerns with regard to
licensee's drawing control:

Inconsistencies between procedural time limits for
revision/correction of important "primary drawings" (most
significant to plant operational safety)

Inability to meet time limits for revision/correction of primary
drawings

Delays in the completion of maintenance which occured as a
result of discrepancies between "secondary drawings" ( least
significant to plant safety) and actual plant conditions

In their inspection of maintenance, the team observed occasions where
craftsmen .stopped work because the drawings provided were not in
agreement with hardware in the field. Examples included: MR 1020652,
Unit 2 Control Bay Chiller corrective maintenance; MR 892517, HPCI
Flood Level Control Switch corrective maintenance; and MR 892375,
Unit 3 Control Bay Chiller corrective maintenance. Craftsmen stated
that such delays were not uncommon and that when they occur red work
was stopped and a drawing discrepancy sheet was submitted for
investigation and resolution by Design Engineering prior to work
continuation. Further investigation revealed details of the concerns

. noted in the previous paragraph.

Discussions with Browns Ferry personnel indicated that licensee
management recognized there were many instances where installed
hardware was not in accordance with design drawings. A program had
been developed for identifying, evaluating, and correcting these
discrepancies. This program is outlined in Project Instructions PI
87-48, Revising and Controlling As-Constructed/Configuration
Drawings, Revision I; PI 88-07, System Plant Acceptance Evaluation,
Revision 5; and PI 87-70,, Processing Drawing Discrepancies, Revision
2. These Project Instructions describe the flow process of drawing
discrepancy evaluation, responsible individuals and required actions.
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The licensee categorizes their drawings as Critical, Primary and
Secondary. Critical drawings, as defined in the above Project
Instructi'ons, are those drawings depicting system features which are
needed to make decisions fn the event of a radiological emergency.
Primary drawings are al 1 drawings which are necessary for the
startup, operation, and both normal and emergency shutdown of the
plant. They are located in the control room and are refer'red to
during daily operation of the plant. Secondary drawings are those
drawings not defined as primary or critical. However, many secondary
drawings involve safety-related equipment.

II

Procedure PI 87"48 requires Primary and Critical drawings to be
as-constructed (revised) within 48 hours of notification of a drawing
discrepancy. Nuclear Engineering, Engineering Drawing Services (NE
EDS) are to process the revision to correct the drawing if no
unreceived predecessor Engineering Change Notices (ECNs) prevent
drawing update. Secondary safety-related drawings are required to be
as-constructed within 90 days of notification of drawing discrepancyif no unreceived predecessor ECNs prevent drawing update except
during an outage. When notification is received during an outage,
the drawings are tc oe revised within 90 days from the completion of
the outage.

Procedure PI 87-70 ="ntradicts the above required time frames for
Primary drawing discrepancy correction by allowing five working days
for review by the Responsible Design Engineer. This time is only for
initial review and not for the entire revision process. Additional
time is permitted for other aspects of the review and revision
process. Additionally, the evaluation and revision process is only
required for drawing discrepancies determined to affect operability.
Time limits for correction of primary drawing discrepancies
determined not to affect operability were not clearly specified in
Procedure PI 87-.70.

The team found that the Procedure PI 87-48 time limits were not being
met, as a sampling of outstanding drawing discrepancy (DD) forms
revealed approximately 50 percent of the sample were primary drawings
and all were more than 48 hours old. Specific examples follow:

Date DD Initiated/OO No. Remarks

09/06/88 2-88-1179 Contacts 1C and 1D for RCIC Low
Flow Bypass Valve to PSC FCV 71-34
are shown normally open on print
2-45N714-6. These contacts are
normally closed (Primary Drawing)
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Date DD Initiated/DD No.
(cont d),
09/22/88 0-88-1264

Remarks

Drawing NA 9002"W and 45E769-5
(Primary Drawing) show two sets of
contacts on 0-PS-32-21 being used
for annunciations and 45N781"3
shows only one set of contacts
(480V common auxiliary power
schematic)

Information provided by the licensee revealed Condition Adverse to
Quality Report (CAQR) BFP890743 was written on 10/19/89 identifying a
violation of the PI 87-48 time. limit (48 hours) for correction of
primary drawing discrepancies. This CAQR included a list of 250
primary drawings that had been found late. The cause entry in the
CAQR indicated the delay was due to a lack of dedicated engineering
discipline personnel to review and approve revisions. Corrective
actions were to disposition all late drawings identified in the CAQR,
update, approve and issue the drawings. The scheduled completion
date given by the licensee for this corrective action was April 14,
1990. Preventive action to preclude recurrence was to dedicate
personnel to as-constructed drawing reviews in order to expedite the
required process. The scheduled completion date for this preventive
action was given as February 16, 1990.

In discussions with personnel in the licensee's Design Engineering
Group, the team was informed that- the timeliness problem was not
being resolved, as the personnel responsible for the changes had too
many other tasks. In response to a concern expressed by the team,
regarding the apparently inadequate corrective action, licensee
personnel initiated a revision to PI 87-48 allowing an extension of
the 48 hour time limit upon approval of the Project Engineer. The
NRC team'oes not consider this unreasonable considering the present
plant status. However, they are concerned that management was
apparently not aware that their previous corrective action was
insufficient.

Based on discussions with licensee design and craft personnel, it is
the team's understanding that maintenance delays like those which
lead to the team's review of this matter are typically the result of
Secondary drawing hardware differing from the intended design.
Licensee personnel indicated that Primary drawing discrepancies had
not been a significant problem because (1) only about 105 of drawings
are Primary drawings; (2) Primary drawings were maintained better in
the past, such that few discrepancies are found that require analysis
or hardware changes; and (3) maintenance is permitted to proceed in
the face of Primary drawing discrepancies upon approval by the
responsible system 'ngineer . Discrepancies between Secondary
drawings and hardware were stated to generally require more
evaluation. Licensee design personnel indicated that they have
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3.e

walked down all Primary drawing hardware needed for safe shutdown in
order to identify and resolve any discrepancies. The licensee
expects that sur vei llances and tests to be'conducted prior to startup
will identify any remaining Primary or Secondary drawing
discrepancies which directly impact plant operation and safety.
However, Secondary drawing discrepancies that do not directly impact
operation or,safety will continue to delay efficient performance of
routine maintenance and, especially, troubleshooting after startup.

Communication Between Upper Management and Lower Level Management and
Craft

3.f

Based primarily on interviews with craft and lower level managers,
the team determined that these individuals communication with upper
management, especially with regard to electrical maintenance, was in
need of improvement. Insufficient contact with upper management and
inadequate understanding of expectations was indicated.

Coordination of the Work Control Process

3.9

The team received several indications of inadequate coordination of
the work 'control yrccess between the individual maintenance craft
organizations and other organizations such as Operations,
Modifications, Plann'.ng and Scheduling. Direct examples included
instances in which post maintenance testing could not be completed
because modifications work was started before the testing could be
completed (see Section 2,c above). Interviews with craft personnel
indicated other cases of coordination problems. Also, the inspectors
found there were frequent delays and rescheduling of work that
appeared to be due to inadequate coordination.

Parts Delays

The NRC team found that Browns Ferry had developed and implemented a
'ound program for procurement and control of parts,, but that there

were still an undesirable number of instances where maintenance was
delayed due to a lack of parts. An example of a delay identified by
the team from their questioning about a defective gauge is noted in
Section 2.a above. The team's review of 23 open MRs 8dentified as
awaiting parts found that the delays appeared to be receiving proper
attention. It appeared to the team, however, that the licensee would
require additional efforts to assure that remaining pa~ts holdups
were resolved and sufficient inventory to support operation was
maintained.

3.h Backlog of Maintenance Requests

The team found that the licensee had about 2300 MRs open on items
needed for Unit 2 startup. Although it is difficult to make
definitive judgements regarding the capability of licensees to manage
specific maintenance backlogs, in the team's experience, a backlog of
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over 2000 MRs for startup of one unit is excessive. Additionally,'he licensee has a backlog of over 4500 MRs for all three units.
Both on the basis of interviews with licensee management.and from
their direct observations, the team believes that efforts to reduce
the, backlog may be aided by completion of the current modification
wor k.

4. EVALUATION OF MAINTENANCE

Summary Rating of Maintenance Process

Program: SATISFACTORY (with qualification)

Implementation: SATISFACTORY (with qualification)

The evaluation completed by the NRC team rated both the Browns Ferry
maintenance program and its implementation SATISFACTORY. This rating must
be qualified, however, as the plant was not evaluated in a normal status.
It had not been operated in almost five years.and maintenance was not
being affected by operating priorities or conditions. Also, a large
modification effort was in progress with some attendant influence on the
performance of maintenance.

The Browns Ferry maintenance rating was obtained by collating and
assessing the maintenance team inspection findings in a special
maintenance inspection logic tree. The tree completed for the Browns
Ferry maintenance inspection is depicted in Appendix 3. The tree divides
maintenance evaluation into three "parts" (I, II, and III). The parts are
divided into eight "areas" (1.0 through 8.0) and the areas into individual
maintenance topics or "elements" (l. 1, 1.2, 2. 1, etc.). Based on their
inspection findings (negative and positive), the team established ratings
for most of the elements. Subsequently, area ratings were determined
based on -associated element ratings; part ratings based on the associated
area ratings; and, finally, a total maintenance rating was determined from
the ratings for the parts. The team did not weight all findings or
ratings equally.

Four rating categories were used and a color was assigned to each to aide
in displaying the ratings on the maintenance inspection tree. The rating
categories were as follows:

"Good" Performance (Green)

Satisfactory" or nAdeq
Performance (Yellow)

"Poor" Performance (Red)

Overall, better than
adequate, shows more than
minimal effort; can have a
few minor areas that need
improvement

Adequate, weaknesses approximately
offset by strengths

Inadequate or missing
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(Blue) Not evaluated or insufficient
information to evaluate

Each part, area and element, as well as overall maintenance, is
represented by a block on the tree. Most of the blocks are split into two
parts with the upper portion representing program or process and the lower
half representing implementation. The exception is for the part I blocks
which are not considered to have separate programs or implementation.

The parts and areas of the maintenance inspection tree are described
below. The inspection findings that contributed to the ratings are also
given. Individual element ratings are not described but are shown in
Appendix 3.

Elements given a blue color in the tree fall into two categories:

( 1) Elements which could not be evaluated in the absence of recent
operation (elements 1. 1, 3.2, 3.7, 5.6, 5.7, and the

implementation'nly

for element 5.9)

(2) Elements for which :.~sufficient information was obtained through the
normal maintenance ~nspection process and whose importance to the
assessment of maintenance was not considered sufficient to justify
special inspection effort (elements 3.1, 6.2, 8. 1, and 8.4 and the
program only for elements 2. 1, 2.2, 3.3, 3.5, 4.6, and 4.7)

The team considers that the first category of elements referred to above
should be assessed in a maintenance inspection conducted after Browns
Ferry resumes operation.

4a. Overall Plant Performance Related to Maintenance (Tree Part I)
Rating: Satisfactory

This part of the tree is an overall assessment and rating of
maintenance through direct measures: Its rating was based on the
SATISFACTORY rating determined for "direct" measures below.

4.a(1) Direct Measures (Tree 'Area 1.0)

Rating: SATISFACTORY

The direct measures normally used to assess this area are
the plant historic data (tree element 1.1) on the
performance of the operating units and observations of
housekeeping and materiel conditions observed in walkdown
inspections (element 1.2). For this rating the NRC team
was limited to use of walkdown inspection observations as
the units had not operated in almost five years.
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The findings of the team's walkdown inspections consisted
of 'numerous minor discrepancies. Examples are noted in
Section 2,a, b, c, etc. above. On the basis of the number
and significance of the discrepancies observed the team
rated the area SATISFACTORY.

4.b Management Support of Maintenance (Tree Part II)
Rating:

Program: GOOD

Implementation: SATISFACTORY

This -part of the tree is an, assessment and rating of areas of
the'ree

which represent management's support of maintenance through
their commitment and involvement, organization and administration,
and provision of technical suppor t for the maintenance process.

4.b(l) Management Commitment and Involvement
(Tree Area 2.0)

Rating:

Program: NOT EVALUATED

Implementation: SATISFACTORY

This area consists of upper management's direct
encouragement and promotion of improvements in maintenance.
The program in this area was not examined sufficiently to
be rated. The rating of implementation was based on the
following findings which, assessed together, represent
strengths and weaknesses in maintenance:

~Stree ths

Interviews and examination of an INPO report indicated
that management had supported participation in INPO
evaluations and other activities. Interviews
indicated participation in Owner Group work. As noted
in 3.a above, good system engineering had been
implemented. As indicated in Section 4=.c(4) below,
the training program and its implementation appeared
good.

Weaknesses

As indicated in Issue 3.e above, communications
between upper management and lower levels of
maintenance management and craft did not appear
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sufficiently effective in providing improvement to
maintenance. Also, observations and interviews with
regard to the maintenance database indicated it had
insufficient trending capabilities, limited equipment
operating history, etc. and was in need of improvement
(management indicated plans to implement previously
developed improvements to the database shortly after
completion of the team's inspection).

4.b(2) Management Organization and Administration

(Tree Area 3.0)

Rating:

Program: NOT EVALUATED

Implementation: SATISFACTORY

This area consists of management's support of and
invo~vement in the control of maintenance through
aeve!-ooing and implementing a maintenance plan,
sett ng goals and policies, allocating resources,
defining maintenance requirements, monitoring
performance, providing document control and
determining the need for improvements to plant
materiel condition. The program in this area was not
sufficiently examined for rating. The rating of
implementation was based on the following findings
which, viewed collectively, are indicative of
strengths and weaknesses in maintenance:

~Stree the

In their observation of work aQ review of
documentation the team found that all the important
maintenance activities (e.g , preventive, corrective,
and predictive maintenance) appeared defined and
implemented.

Numerous maintenance performance indicators were
observed to be trended monthly and weekly. Many were
openly displayed. Examples examined by the team

~ included MR backlog by department and overall,
overtime, etc.

Weaknesses

Excessive overtime permitted with goals set high
(Current goal of less than 25~ per December I989
Maintenance Monthly Report; the goal was
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previously 14.7~. in November 1989 and the actual
overtime experienced was 33, 30 and 17~ for the
last three months of 1989)

Some performance indicators were not adequately
defined and their significance;was not understood
by maintenance person~el (the principal example
observed by the team was rework)

Communications between upper levels of management
and craft appeared inadequate for some

maintenance groups (See Issue 3.e)

Maintenance continues to have some delays because
of unavailability of parts (See Issue 3.g)

Maintenance delays occur as a consequence of
discrepancies in uncorrected/unverified drawings
(see Issue 3.d)

Completion checks on work packages do not appear
to be fully adequate (See Section 2.b)

Several of the more important weaknesses identified by
the team were reflected in the evaluation of this area
and, while it was judged SATISFACTORY, it appears only
marginally so.

4.b(3) Technical Support (Tree Area 4.0)

Rating:

Program: GOOD

Implementation: GOOD

This area encompasses the various elements of technical
support that are needed for maintenance to function
effectively (e.g., engineering support, health physics, gC,
risk assessment, etc.). The rating of this area was based
on the following findings, which collectively represent
maintenance strengths and weaknesses. These findings
contain the two most important licensee strengths observed
by the team (described in 3.a and 3.b above):

~Siren ths

Good system eng i nee ring ( see Issue 3. a)

Good use of risk assessment in prioritizing
maintenance (Issue 3.b)
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Good gC criteria and well-qualified gC inspectors (See
Section 2.a and 2.g)

Good radiological controls (exposures and
contamination low, training good, Health Physics
involved in planning - see 2.j above)

f

Good safety practices observed (See 2.c and g)

Good response to NRC initiatives in GL88-14
(See Section 2.c)

Weaknesses

Minor lack of feedback to Health Physics from planners
in scoping maintenance (See 2.j )

Known drawing discrepancy problems not resolved (See
Issue S.d)

Work =.ianning inadequately coordinated among involved
groups (See Issue 3.f)

Term "rework" not understood by site personnel (based
on discussions with maintenance personnel regarding a
licensee "rework" performance indicator)

Examples of preventive maintenance which appeared to
be needed but had not been implemented (See 2.d)

4.c Maintenance Implementation (Tree Part III)
Rating:

Program: SATISFACTORY

Implementation: SATISFACTORY

This part of the tree is an assessment and rating of the work,
organizational, hardware and personnel controls necessary to proper
implementation of maintenance.

4.c(1) Work Control (Tree Area 5.0)

Rating:
Program: SATISFACTORY

Implementation: SATISFACTORY

0
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This area encompasses assessment of important elemen'ts of
work control through evaluation of maintenance in progress,
wor k order control, planning, scheduling, prioritizing,
etc. Its rating was based on the following findings which;
assessed together, represent strengths and weaknesses in
licensee maintenance:

~Stren ths

The team found the licensee had provided good
maintenance procedures

Good proceduralized criteria for post maintenance
testing (See 2.b)

Good- application of Probabili stic Risk Assessment in
prioritizing maintenance activities and work was being
accomplished in accordance with the priorities (See
Issue 3.b)

Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System data was being
properly used (See 2.f)

Cleanliness and orderliness in performing maintenance
(See 2.a and c)

Work generally well-performed by knowledgeable
personnel for work activities observed by the team
(See 2.a, d, h, etc.)

Weaknesses

Procedures omitted from two work packages (See Z.i)

Inadequate controls on and feedback from air dryer
preventive maintenance resulting in damage (See 2.c)

Work accomplishment generally observed by the team to
be slow and inefficient (See 2.c)

Inadequately corrected/verified drawings (See Issue
3.d)

Deficiency tagging which needs simplification (See
Issue 3.c)

Past deficiencies in post maintenance testing (See
2.b)

Lost MRs (See 2.c)
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Minor errors in MR entries (See 2.b)

Cannot currently trend failures by part

Material Equipment List about 10~ incorrect due to
unincorporated modifications

Work history is limited in the database to about 3
years due in large part to previously poor, but now

'orrected, data entries

Inadequate coordination of work among involved groups
{See Issue 3,f)

Excessive time specified for some jobs

Backlog of MRs appeared high (See Issue 3.h)

Past deficiencies in post. maintenance testing which
the :earn could not verify to have been adequately
corrected in the absence of plant operation (See 2.b)

4,c{2) Plant Main:enance Organization
(Tree Area 6.0)

Rating:

Program: SATISFACTORY

Implementation: SATISFACTORY

This area encompasses the processes used by the maintenance
organization to control, support and direct maintenance
activities. Its rating was based on the following findings
which, assessed together, indicate apparent strengths and
weaknesses:

~Stren ths

gC support appeared good (See 2.a)

Radiological controls in performance of maintenance
were generally good (See 2.j)

The work performance and controls exercised by the I8C
and Transmissions maintenance organizations were
considered particularly good

Training was generally good
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For the examples checked, vendor technical manuals
were found properly updated and general ly
well-maintained (See Section 5.a)

Weaknesses

There was no mechanical troubleshooting procedure

Electrical maintenance personnel are required to
perform some surveillances but have not received
training in surveillance performance

A number of unconnected electrical leads had not been
taped or'apped (See 2.d)

IKC maintenance had minor training deficiencies in
that there was little or no refresher training and
there were no mockups for onsite training

Tagging problems (See Issue 3.c)

Rework was not included in failure trending and even
the term rework was not well-defined and understood

The current trending process did not identify an

apparent trend of increasing RPIS indication failures
(See 2.h)

There was no failure trending at the part level

Coordination among groups performing work appeared
inadequate (See Issue 3.f)

Maintenance could not be completed in some instances
due to unavailability of parts (see Issue 3.g)

For valve packing work observed, required procedures
were not included with two of five involved work
packages (See 2.i)

4.c(3) Maintenance Facilities, Equipment and Material Controls
(Tree Area 7.0)

Rating:

Program: GOOO

Implementation: SATISFACTORY
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This area encompasses the plant maintenance facilities,
equipment and material controls with regard to the part
they play in supporting the maintenance process'he team
did not specifically inspect the maintenance facilities
(shops and equipment) but did develop findings with regard
to their adequacy in general observations made during their
walkdowns, observations of maintenance activities and
interviews with maintenance personnel. Tool issue was
examined while evaluating calibration as discussed in
Section 2.f.

The findings upon which the rating of this area was based
are listed below.

~Stren ths

Good ATE issuance and traceability controls (See 2.f)

Good tool control {See 2.i).

Generally good layout of maintenance shops

Gooa -hop equipment

Very accurate ATE and good calibration lab facilities
{See 2.f)

Good training facilities
Weaknesses

Planners could be located closer to maintenance craft
for better communications

Lack of onsite training mockups for IBC maintenance ,

Receipt inspection area did not provide sufficient
environmental protection. Parts undergoing receipt
inspection were in a congested area near open overhead
doors such that rain and dirt might be blown onto the
items and there was little control of temperature

Minor insufficiency in warehouse space

Lack of storage space inside protected area for high
use materials and parts

Deficiencies in control of instrument calibration
standards (See 2.f)
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Maintenance Equipment List about 10~ incorrect due to
unincorporated modifications

4.c(4) Personnel Control (Tree Area 8.0)

Rating:

Program: GOOD

Implementation: GOOD

This area encompasses staffing . controls (personnel
policies, turnover minimization, shift coverage, etc.),
training, testing and qualification,and the overall current
status of personnel (actual turnover rate, extent of
personnel trained and qualified, drug problems, etc.). The
above rating was based on the following findings:

~St@en ths

Training is INPO accr edi ted

Based on interviews with personnel and observations of
their wor k, the team 'oncluded that they wer e
we 1 1-qual ified (See 2. b, c, g, etc. )

Interviews with craft and management indicated
extensive training and good management support

Weaknesses

High overtime rate (See 4.b(2))

Some refresher training desirable for ICC maintenance

No surveillance training for electrical maintenance
personnel

Lack of onsite mockups for IKC training

5. INSPECTOR FOLLOWUP ITEMS IFIs

5.a (Closed) IFI 259, 260, 296/84-50-03, Update and Control of All
Equipment Manuals.

The NRC has had past concerns with regard to the adequacy of the
licensee's updating of equipment manuals and this IFI addresses those
concerns.
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The team was informed that the licensee had developed a vendor manual
program (YMP) which should resolve this matter, though its actions
are not entirely complete. The stated purpose of the VMP i s to
update vendor equipment manuals, drawings, and recommended
maintenance practices for plant installed equipment. This updating
has been contracted.

The. team examined the present VMP and the implementing procedures
from the licensee and the present contractor. They also reviewed 20
completed work packages for updated vendor manuals. The work
packages were found to be very comprehensive and detailed. The team
determined that the licensee has an excellent program to update
vendor manuals and has used extensive resources to implement the
program.

The licensee intends to assume responsibility for the VMP when the
current contract is complete. In regard to this, the team noted that
the licensee needs to revise their VMP procedure, SOSP 10. 1, to
include important requirements formerly being undertaken by the
contractor:

Requirements tc maintain vendor manuals for safety-related
componenets cur-ent and complete

Specific instrucitons to initially and periodically contact
vendors and obtain information needed to maintain the manuals

Requirements for incorporating necessary changes to manuals
identified by plant personnel

Actions to be taken when manual update information cannot be
obtained because the vendor refuses or is out of business

gualification requirements for vendor manual reviewers

Licensee personnel agreed and stated that the above'ould addressed
in the next revision to SOSP 10. 1

The team determined that the already implemented VMP and the
licensee's assurance that the matters of concern referred to above
would be resolved in the next VMP procedure change were sufficient to
close this item. A related item examined and closed in this
inspection is described in 5.d below.

S.b (Closed) IFI 259, 260, 296/87"27-04, Use of PRA in Maintenance
Improvement Program is Suspect.

This item identified NRC Region II concern associated with the
October 8, 1986, Browns Ferry Site Specific PRA and its intended use
in the licensee's Maintenance Improvement Program. The major open
issue was whether the plant, as modeled in the PRA, was an outlier in
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terms of core melt frequency'when compared with BWRs of similar
vintage. The licensee committed to resolution of this issue as part
of the Unit 2 Restart Program. The issue has been satisfactorily
resolved through licensee analyses which adequately demonstrate that
Browns Ferry is not an outlier relative to core melt frequency. NRC

review and 'acceptance of these analyses was documented in NRC Staff
Safety Evaluation Report (SSER), NUREG-1232, Volume 3, Supplement l.
Therefore, this item is closed.

5.c (Closed) IFI 259, 260, 296/86-04-03, Adequacy of Work Plan Records.

This item dealt with concern that the licensee's completed record
documents contained excessive errors. The matter was examined by the
maintenance team with regard to records of maintenance work. The
team determined that the licensee had taken actions to reduce the
number of errors and that, while some still occurred, they were minor
and would not warrant special NRC attention. This item is considered
closed.

5.d (Closed) IFI 259, 260 296/84-40-07, Historical Information on
Equipment.

This item involves the lirensee's development of a program to assure
their vendor information on safety-related equipment is accurate and
up-to-date. It was partly addressed by the vendor manual program
which was examined by the team as described in 5.a above'he
remainder was addressed by the licensee's Nuclear Experience Reviews
(NER) program. The purpose of this latter program is to receive,
track, and implement information from other utilities, the NSSS

supplier, the NRC, INPO, and equipment vendors. The NER program,
which utilizes a computer tracking database, was assessed by the team
through a review of 19 NER items. The team determined that the NER

is adequate, The concerns associated with this matter are considered
sufficiently resolved to close this item.

6. EXIT INTERVIEW

The inspection scope and results were summarized on February 9, 1990, with
those persons indicated in Appendix 1. The team leader described the
areas inspected and discussed in detail both the inspection results listed
below and the strengths and weaknesses identified in the report. The
licensee did not identify as proprietary any of the material provided to
or used by the inspectors during this inspection. Dissenting comments
were not received from the licensee.

Item Number Descri tion and Reference

259, 260, 296/89-56-01 Violation - Failure to justify'ot meeting
accuracy requirements, Section 2.f.
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Item Number
(cont'd)

259, 260, 296/89-56"02

Descri tion and Reference

Unresolved Item - Use of closed manual
valves in ECW line to Control Bay Chillers,
Section 2.a.

Licensee management was informed that four previous inspector followup
items discussed in Section 5 were closed during this inspection.



APPENDIX 1

PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee Em lo ees

T.
M.
J
Q

P.
J
E.
C.

* J
D.

*
M.

*
p

W.
D.
Q

D.
J ~

* p
J.
D.
T.

" A.
* J

W.
C.
J.
p

Abney, Balance of Plant Systems Supervisor
Bajestani, Electrical and HVAC Systems Supervisor
Baxter, Compliance Licensing Engineer
Campbell, Plant Manager
Carrier, Site Licensing Manager
Corey. Radiological Control Superintendent
Cornelius, Maintenance Program Support Manager
Crane, Maintenance Planning and Technical Manager
Daniel, Power Stores Supervisor
Qruber, Mechanical Maintenance Manager
Herrel, Plant Operations Manager
Hill, Maintenance Planning Section Supervisor
Kazanas, Vice President, Nuclear Assurance. and Services
Kingsley, Senior Vice President - Nuclear
McKinney, Technical Support Superintendent
Nims, Principal Nuclear Engineer
Norwood, Restart Test Manager
Pitzl, Nuclear Maintenance
Poirer, Maintenance Production Manager
Richardson, Mechanical Maintenance Project Coordinator
Salas, Compliance Licensing Supervisor
Schlessel, Electrical / Mechanical Planning 5 Technical
Simmons, Control Air System Engineer
Simmons, Control Rod Drive System Engineer
Sorrel, Maintenance Superintendent
Swindell, Plant Support Superintendent
Thomison, Technical Support Superintendent, (acting)
Wages, Program Support Project Coordinator
Whitt, Mechanical Maintenance Project Coordinator
2eringue, Site Director

Supervisor

NRC Personnel

" E. Adensam, Acting Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Safety (DRS),
Region II

* J. Blake, Section Chief, DRS
" D. Carpenter, Browns Ferry Site Manager
* E. Christnot, Resident Inspector
" K. Hart, NRR
" K. Ivey, Resident Inspector
" W. Little, Section Chief, TVA Projects
* C. Patterson, Browns Ferry Restart Coordinator
" D. Terao, Engineering Branch Chief, TVA Projects
" B. Wilson, Assistant Director for Inspection Programs, TVA Projects

* Attended Exit Interview on February 9, 1990
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APPENDIX 2

ACRONYMS AND INITIALISMS

ALARA
BWR

CAQR
CRD

CSSC
DD

DCN'G

ECN

EECW

FSAR
GL
HPCI
HVAC
ICSL
IKC
IFI
INPO
LCO

NTE
MG

MOV

MR

MVOP

NDE
NER
NNI
NPRDS
NSSS
NRR

PCE
PM

PMT
PRA

psig
QC
RCIC
RCLI
RHR

RHRSW

RMOV

RPIS
RPS

SDIV
SMPL

As Low As Reasonably Achievable
Boiling Water Reactor
Condition Adverse to Quality Report
Control Rod Drive
Critical Structures, Systems and Components
Drawing Discrepancy
Design Change Notice
Diesel Generator
Engineering Change Notice
Emergency Equipment Cooling Water
Final Safety Analysis Report
Generic Letter
High Pressure Safety Injection
Heating, Ventilation and Aipconditioning
Instrument and Control Standards Laboratory
Inst~~mentation and Control
insoec:or Followup Item
Ins :..te for Nuclear Power Operations
Limit;ng Condition of Operation
Measuring and Test Equipment
Motor Generator
Motor Operated Valve
Maintenance Request
Mechanical Valve Operator
Nondestructive Examination
Nuclear Experience Reviews
Newport News Industries
Nuclear Plant Reliability System
Nuclear Steam Supply System
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Personnel Contamination Event

~ Preventive Maintenance
Post Maintenance Test
Probabilistic Risk Assessment
Pounds per square inch gage
Quality Control
Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
Radiochemical Laboratory Instrumentation
Residual Heat Removal System
Residual Heat Removal Service Water System
Reactor Motor Operated Valve
Rod Position Indication System
Reacto~ Protective System
Scram Discharge Instrument Volume
Site Master Punchlist
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Appendix 2

SSER
TRCF
VAC
VOC

Supplementary Safety Evaluation Report
Tool Room Calibration Facility
Volts Alternating Current
Volts Direct Current
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PRESENTATION TREE
MAINTENANCE INSPECTION TREE

DIC«I
««««C«C y/y

~D«D

APPEIIOIX 3

Maintenance Inspection Tree
BroLtns Ferry

NRC inspection Report Iios. 50-259,
260, 296/89-56

IP««CIc«l'NC« I

S«« IXI
~DESI DID
«««D«D g/y se«DCC y/y

b/y

HW«D ~
b/g

b/y
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9/9
tl

~ I g/~ ICD«/Mal'E

y/y

D««y/y

I~

9/9
'I ~

~~,. 9/9

y/y ~I'«t«9/y 9/9

'' b/b

WSC«St b/

9/g

y/y 9/9 9/y

~II

b/y

-'/9

9/9

b/b I

9/9

b/b

g/9

9/9

/y

'I ~

CCDNsm DD y/y

9/g

'/g

b/y
g/b ck b/b b/b
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y/y

b/b ~ I

b/g

b/g
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y/y
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